
A systematic approach to mastering a key concept, through diagnostic assessment and adaptive teaching.
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Build students’ ability to apply from the start, by using increasingly challenge problems to teach the concept.
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Solar system

Gravitational 
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Learn key concepts by explaining 
phenomena

Use key concepts in unfamiliar 
situations

Use higher order thinking Performance 
assessment

Compare weights on different 
planets to test a relationship 
between weight and mass

Solve word problems using     
the equation for weight

Draw conclusions about 
activities on different planets, 
from gravity data

Discover 
properties of 
exoplanets, by 
simulating the 
transit method

Draw conclusions from         
data about the relationship 
between gravity and distance 
between objects

Explain the motion of objects 
using the relationship between 
gravity, mass or distance

Interpret data about mass 
and distance to evaluate 
claims about the effect of 
gravitational force on 
objects

Critique claims against 
alternative models for the 
apparent motion of the sun 
and moon, and day and night

Explain why places on Earth 
experience different daylight or 
amounts of sunlight, from 
diagrams
Work out the appearance of 
the Moon from different viewing 
positions using a model of the 
Sun, Earth and Moon
Compare the properties of 
different planets based on their 
orbits

Interpret patterns in the 
properties of planets, from 
data

Astro physicist
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Gravity unit: learning progression
Forces


